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Abstract

Full-field measurement methods such as integrated digital image correla-

tion bypass the need for post-processing the displacement data upon mini-

mizing the gap between simulation and experiment. This paper discusses the

validation of this method by comparing its results with an approach based

on compliance values measured from crack mouth opening displacement and

load data to calculate mode I stress intensity factors (SIFs) and crack tip po-

sitions. Tapered double cantilever beams are used as a test case to evaluate

the quasi-brittle fracture response of PMMA. The results demonstrate the

ability of the proposed technique to obtain accurate determinations of SIFs

and crack length using the tapered geometry. Additionally, both methods

yield consistent results, which validates the integrated approach against an

independent method.
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1. Introduction

Accurately measuring the material toughness is a difficult task for sev-

eral reasons. First, the toughness is defined as the critical driving force (or

critical elastic energy release rate) at which a crack propagates. In principle,

this means that both the crack tip position and the total energy released5

during crack advance must be tracked during the test, thereby rendering

the measurement very indirect and prone to multiple causes of experimen-

tal errors. Second, the local toughness value, namely KIc may depend on

the crack growth velocity v. These facts require the development of fracture

tests where the crack propagation speed can be controlled and tuned over10

a broad range. Furthermore, measuring toughness requires stable fracture,

both from the point of view of crack propagation (i.e., the crack must stop

when the external driving force is stopped) and trajectory that must be rather

straight. This can be particularly challenging in brittle solids (e.g., ceramics

and glass). The choice of the geometry of the fracture test that controls the15

crack stability then becomes essential.

Different fracture tests have been proposed to handle these challenges.

Some of them, such as Single Edge Notch Bending (SENB) and Compact

Tension (CT) tests [1], present a short crack propagation length and a rather

poor stability of the fracture process [2]. Alternatively, the Tapered Double20

Cantilever Beam (TDCB) test enables for significant stability of the fracture

process in mode I [3], which is appealing for brittle materials. Further, it
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allows for the exploration of a large range of crack growth velocities [4, 5].

Different TDCB specimens were used to perform mode I fracture tests of ad-

hesive bond joints [6, 7, 8] and, for instance, to study the R-curve behavior in25

quasi-brittle wood materials [9] taking advantage of the crack growth stabil-

ity provided by the tapered shape. In many displacement-controlled TDCB

experiments, it has been observed that the compliance increases linearly with

the crack length. Moreover, previous studies [8, 10, 11] supported this fact

using beam theory. As the energy release rate [6] depends on the derivative30

of the compliance, its value is then constant when the crack propagates.

Recently, the TDCB geometry was modified by significantly enlarging the

arms from which the displacement is prescribed during the test [4, 5]. This

new design results in an exponential decrease of the elastic energy release rate

with crack length; and thus in an improved stability of the fracture process,35

thereby rendering the TDCB fracture test amenable to the study of brittle

solids.

Standardized test methods for measuring fracture toughness usually con-

sider global measurements provided by load cells and clip gauges (e.g., see

Ref. [1]). An alternative route consists in utilizing full-field measurements.40

Digital Image Correlation (DIC) was successfully used to monitor cracks in

various materials [12, 13, 14, 15, 16]. To determine Stress Intensity Factors

(SIFs) and crack tip positions, the measured displacement fields are sub-

sequently post-processed via projections onto known solutions of fractured

elastic media [12]. In the case of brittle fracture, it is assumed that, apart45

from the immediate vicinity of the crack tip, the material behaves elastically.

In this specific case, Williams’ series [17] describe the stress and displacement
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fields as functions of mechanical parameters for different fracture modes. A

least-squares fit enables the SIF to be evaluated [12, 13, 14] provided the

crack tip position is known [18]. Dehnavi et al. [19] showed that this method50

may provide more accurate results compared to photoelasticity when evalu-

ating SIFs.

The aim of the present paper is to validate Integrated DIC [18, 20]. In-

stead of first measuring displacement fields and then projecting them onto

Williams’ series, the two steps are integrated into a single analysis where the55

sought amplitudes (e.g., SIFs, crack tip positions) are a direct result of the

registration method. This approach bypasses the need for post-processing the

displacement data, thereby reducing errors in the re-projection process [16].

This is of particular importance in the present case since the displacements

are very small [21]. The crack tip location and SIFs will be compared with60

analyses based upon compliance measurements obtained independently from

crack mouth opening displacement (CMOD) and load data.

The paper is organized as follows. First the experimental configuration

and the studied material are introduced. The procedure employed to measure

the compliance variations during crack growth that will be used herein as a65

validation tool is presented. The integrated DIC framework is then summa-

rized in order to follow crack propagation and estimate SIFs. The procedure

is then applied to the pictures of two TDCB tests and the measurements are

compared with the results of the compliance technique discussed herein.
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2. TDCB fracture tests70

Experiments on Tapered Double Cantilever Beam (TDCB) specimens

were carried out under uniaxial tension using a Shimadzu (model AG-Xplus)

universal testing machine (with ±10 kN load capacity). In this experimental

setup (see Figure 1(a)), a 1 kN load cell measured the force applied to the

specimen through the pins located in holes of diameter 2R = 5 mm. For the75

first experiment, a clip gauge was used to measure the crack mouth opening

displacement. Two steel grips were connected to the specimen by the pins

placed on both holes. The bottom one is fixed to the base and the top one,

which connects to the load sensor, is pushed up by the machine cross-head.

TDCB fracture tests were performed on a transparent thermoplastic,80

namely, poly-methyl methacrylate (PMMA), which is an archetype of brit-

tle amorphous material [22]. Two TDCB specimens were cast from a thin

PMMA sheet of 8 mm thickness using a laser cutting machine. The specimen

geometry is an isosceles trapezoid of shorter base h1 = 60 mm, longer base

h2 = 90 mm and height L = 100 mm, where a V shaped notch of 36.5 mm85

in length extends from the midpoint of h1. Although the main TDCB geom-

etry is the same for both experiments reported herein, they were managed

differently. Thus, the following procedures are discussed in this work:

(i) The first experiment was controlled by the crack mouth opening rate at

5 µm/s, i.e., with the clip gauge opening at constant velocity. In this90

case, the specimen V shaped notch experienced a straight elongation of

3.5 mm through laser cutting and an additional 20 mm crack extension

achieved by pre-loading the specimen under constant (i.e., 0.5 µm/s)

crack mouth opening velocity until the crack initiated. The sample
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was then immediately unloaded leading to a new initial crack length95

cini = 60 mm.

(ii) The second experiment was performed without clip gauge, and was

controlled by the stroke velocity of 2.5 µm/s. To substitute to the

external device, the surface displacement fields in the vicinity of the

crack tip were determined by the DIC technique based on 3-node linear100

finite element discretization (i.e., T3-DIC [23]), providing in particular

the crack mouth opening displacement as detailed in Section 4.1. For

this experiment, the V shaped notch was increased by approximately

1 mm using a 0.2 mm thick razor blade.
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Figure 1: (a) Experimental test setup used to perform quasi-static TDCB tests. The

electromechanical machine was equipped with a load cell and a clip gauge to measure

the applied force and crack mouth opening displacement, respectively. (b) Typical force-

displacement curve for a TDCB experiment of a PMMA specimen of initial crack length

cini = 60 mm submitted to a CMOD rate of 5 µm/s.

In the following, the two methodologies investigated herein for both TDCB105
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fracture experiments are presented. First, a finite element (FE) based method

is employed to assess the elastic energy release rate and the crack speed from

the macroscopic mechanical behavior of the specimen, namely, the force-

crack opening response, an example of which is presented in Figure 1(b).

Then, it is shown that the TDCB geometry is amenable to a direct determi-110

nation of SIFs through DIC. This is an interesting alternative to the prior

methodology as it allows the fracture properties of the tested material to be

estimated without using load cells and CMOD gauges. In particular, such

alternative may be useful to measure toughnesses of high temperatures or for

high crack speeds for which mechanical gauges may be inefficient. Moreover,115

the DIC method provides the mode II stress intensity factor (in addition to

KI) that is of relevance for anisotropic solids as well as the amplitude of

non-singular terms such as the T-stress not accessible through the analysis

of the force-displacement response of the specimen.

3. Compliance method120

To implement this first method, only the force and crack opening dis-

placement data are considered. The goal is to determine the material frac-

ture toughness KIc and crack velocity v histories during the TDCB test.

The experimentally measured quantities are post-processed to determine the

fracture properties via finite element simulations. The flowchart shown in125

Figure 2 illustrates the procedure. The experimental compliance λexp =
δ

F
is

compared with the finite element prediction λFE(c) to infer the crack length,

since a bijective relationship exists between these two quantities as shown in

the following. Then, from the measured force and crack length, the elastic
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energy release rate G = F 2gFE(c) follows. The crack velocity is computed as130

the time derivative of the crack positions. The objective of the finite element

simulations is thus to extract λFE(c) and gFE(c) that are geometry-dependent

functions.

This procedure is inspired from the compliance method used for instance

by Morel et al. [24] and was recently implemented with PMMA for the modi-135

fied TDCB geometry used in this work [4, 5]. The method is briefly described

in the sequel. It is based on the following two assumptions: i) brittle frac-

ture i.e., the material behaves elastically, except in a zone around the crack

tip, which is very small with respect to the sample size; ii) time-independent

behavior (e.g., viscosity is neglected). Numerical investigations of the me-140

chanical response of modified TDCB specimens are detailed in Refs. [4, 5].
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Figure 2: Overview of the proposed SIF measurement procedure based on the analysis

of the macroscopic mechanical response of the specimen. In red: λFE and gFE are the

compliance and the elastic energy release rate functions determined by FE simulations.

In yellow: the experimental force, displacement, time, and compliance (F , δ, t, and λ,

respectively). In blue: the crack length c, crack velocity v =
dc

dt
, the energy release rate

G, and the fracture toughness KIc determined after coupling experimental data with FE

simulations.

2D plane stress finite element calculations were performed using the open

source package Cast3M [25]. The simulations are based on the solution to

a linear elastic problem at fixed crack position. The crack length c is var-

ied incrementally with steps δc = 0.005L to obtain the variations of the145

sought quantities. Based on the sample symmetry, the analysis is limited to

the upper half of the TDCB geometry. The mesh size decreases exponen-

tially while approaching the crack tip, down to a minimum element size of
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10−9L. For each crack tip position, the compliance is obtained by prescrib-

ing a unit force F0 and computing the corresponding displacement δ so that150

λFE = δ/F0. The elastic energy release rate is obtained from the variation of

mechanical energy for an incremental advance of the crack. The computed

value was confirmed through an independent method based on the so-called

compliance formula (see Equation (3)). The finite element solution for the

non-dimensional compliance λEb, where E is the material Young’s modu-155

lus and b the specimen thickness, is shown in Figure 3. For the range of

crack lengths L/3 . c . 2L/3, the compliance can be approximated by an

exponential function

λ =
λ0
Eb

ec/c0 (1)

where λ0 = 6.0 and c0 = 21 mm are fitting parameters. When the crack

is very close to the boundary, the compliance deviates from the exponential160

approximation. As shown in Figure 3, this behavior is confirmed experimen-

tally by measuring the specimen compliance for different crack lengths in a

cyclic TDCB experiment using PMMA [4, 5].
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Figure 3: Variation of the normalized compliance with crack length for the TDCB spec-

imen. The open circles are FE results while the open squares are data from a cyclic

experiment using a PMMA specimen with b = 8 mm and E = 2.3 GPa [4, 5].

Interestingly, the variations of the normalized elastic energy release rate

g(c) can be derived from Equation (1) using the so-called Irwin-Kies equa-165

tion [26], also known as the compliance formula1

g =
1

2b

dλF
dc

(2)

that leads to

g =
r0λ0

2Eb2c0
. (3)

It is therefore possible to obtain the elastic energy release rate as a func-

tion of crack length G(c), once the compliance has been computed as a func-

tion of crack length (see e.g., Figure 3). The combination of Equations (1)170

1Strictly speaking, the Irwin-Kies formula applies to the compliance λF defined from the

displacement at the point of application of the force, and not from the CMOD. However,

λF and λ are found to be proportional, irrespective of the crack length, leading to λF = r0λ

where r0 ' 0.80 is obtained from FE calculations.
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and (3) provides the elastic energy release rate G = F 2g(c) =
δ2

λ(c)2
g(c) un-

der displacement controlled conditions, leading to

G(c) = δ2
r0E

2λ0c0
e−c/c0. (4)

The exponential decay of G with crack length points out the high stability

of the fracture process of the modified TDCB geometry for displacement-

controlled loading conditions. Last, the mode I SIF derives from Irwin’s175

relationship [27] under plane stress condition

KI =
√
GE (5)

In practice, the experimental compliance λexp(t) = δ/F measured at

each time step is compared with the compliance λFE computed numeri-

cally, leading to c(t) as illustrated in Figure 4. For instance, the experimen-

tally measured value of λ∗exp at some time t∗ (lower right inset) provides the180

crack length c?(t?) through the comparison with the finite element prediction

λFE(c) (upper left inset). For experiment #2 that does not use clip gauge,

the CMOD is computed after the test using DIC by measuring the displace-

ment δ(t) = uB(t)− uA(t) of point B with respect to point A, where A and

B are the material points where the clip gauge is placed in experiment #1.185

Thus, the very same procedure based on the compliance measurement can

be used for both tests.
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Figure 4: Method used to determine the crack length and its variations as a function of

time. The bottom inset shows the experimentally measured compliance λexp normalized

by Eb as a function of time. For a given time (e.g., t∗ = 400 s), the corresponding λ∗exp

is highlighted by the solid circle. The top inset shows the finite element results for the

variations of the compliance λFE normalized by Eb as a function of crack length c. The

comparison with λ∗exp provides the crack length c∗exp. The main panel shows the obtained

crack length cexp as a function of time. The solid red circle corresponds to t∗ and c∗exp.

4. Digital image correlation

Digital Image Correlation (DIC) has been successfully used for various

applications in experimental mechanics [28, 29, 30] since the 1980’s. In the190

present case, the analyses will be based upon 2D images shot by a single

camera (i.e., 2D-DIC).

4.1. Imaging acquisition

Picture acquisitions were carried out with one CMOS camera (Baumer

HXC20 digital monochrome full progressive scan camera, definition: 1088×195
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2048 pixels). A Zeiss fixed lens (100 mm F2, model Makro-planar T*) and a

Nikon extension tube (52.5 mm, PN-11 model) were used. The pictures were

acquired with a frame rate of 1 Hz. Figure 5 shows the reference image of the

tested specimen surface where a random black and white speckle pattern was

sprayed. The working distance is about 70 cm and the pixel size corresponds200

to 48 µm with this magnification. The region of interest (ROI) covers part

of the image whose size is 1080 × 2040 pixels with 8-bit digitization. This

image histogram (Figure 5 (right)) covers the whole dynamic range of 256

gray levels.
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Figure 5: Reference picture of the specimen surface (left) and corresponding gray level

histogram (right). The boundary of the two regions of interest (ROI) for the T3-DIC

displacement measurement (substituting the clip gauge measurements) are shown as red

boxes.

A T3-DIC analysis (with an unstructured mesh made of 3-noded ele-205

ments) with 42-pixel mean length is first performed. The displacement fields

in both directions are displayed in Figure 6 for picture no. 239 (from a total

of 380 for experiment #2) corresponding to the first one after crack initia-

tion. The discontinuity of the field is clearly evidenced for the y displacement

component corresponding to the loading (i.e., vertical) direction. Note that210
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the highest amplitude of the displacements in this direction is about 4 pixels

(i.e., ≈ 200 µm).

(a) (b)

Figure 6: Displacement fields just after crack initiation (i.e., image 239 or t = 239 s) for

the second TDCB test. Horizontal ux (a) and Vertical uy (b) displacement maps using

T3-DIC. The values are expressed in pixels (1 pixel ≡ 48 µm).

4.2. Integrated DIC

Integrated DIC (i.e., I-DIC) evaluates, for instance, the amplitudes of the

displacement fields expressed as Williams’ series [17, 18]. In other words, the215

kinematic parameterization is tailored to the studied experiment. DIC, and

in particular I-DIC, are based on the gray level conservation between two

images

I0(x) = It(x + u(x)) (6)

where I0 is the picture of the reference configuration, and It that of the

deformed configuration (at time t). In the absence of noise, I0 is related220

to It and u(x), which denotes the displacement for each pixel position x

in the image, by the above equation. The sought displacement field u will

minimize the difference between both terms. It is written as the sum of

squared differences over the region of interest (ROI)

φ =
∑
ROI

(I0(x)− It(x + u(x)))2 (7)
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The displacement fields u may be expressed with different parameteriza-225

tions. For example, a series of mechanically meaningful fields Ψi (e.g., Williams’

series) with unknown amplitudes υi (e.g., SIFs) as the sought parameters

u(x) =
∑
i

υiΨi(x) (8)

so that φ will depends on the column vector {υυυ} gathering all amplitudes υi.

4.2.1. Williams’ series

Assuming a crack path along the negative x-axis, and the crack tip posi-230

tion at the origin, the displacement fields read

u(z) =
II∑
j=I

pf∑
n=pi

ωj
nψψψ

j
n(z) (9)

where the vector fields are defined in the complex plane

z = x+ iy = r exp(iθ) (10)

with, j = I for a mode I fracture regime

ψψψI
n(z) =

A(n)

2µ
√

2π
r

n
2

[
κ exp

(
inθ

2

)
− n

2
exp

(
i(4− n)θ

2

)
+
(

(−1)n +
n

2

)
exp

(
−inθ

2

)]
(11)

and j = II for a mode II regime

ψψψII
n (z) =

iA(n)

2µ
√

2π
r

n
2

[
κ exp

(
inθ

2

)
+
n

2
exp

(
i(4− n)θ

2

)
+
(

(−1)n − n

2

)
exp

(
−inθ

2

)]
(12)
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where κ is equal to (3 − ν)/(1 + ν) under plane stress condition, µ Lamé’s235

constant, ν Poisson’s ratio, r the distance from the crack tip, θ the angular

position, and A(n) defined as

A(n) = cos2
(nπ

2

)
+ sin

(nπ
2

)
(13)

The elementary fields, obtained from Equations (11) and (12), multiplied by

the amplitudes ωj
i provide the sought displacement fields. The amplitudes ωI

0

and ωII
0 correspond to rigid body motions. Amplitudes ωI

1 and ωII
1 give ac-240

cess to SIFs in mode I (KI) and mode II (KII), respectively. The amplitude

ωI
2 provides the T-stress component, and ωII

2 yields the rigid body rotation.

From Equations (11) and (12) with negative values of n, super-singular terms

of the Williams’ series arise near the crack tip [20, 15, 31, 16, 32, 21]. The

crack tip position is then found following on the criterion that is the van-245

ishing amplitude ωI
−1 of the first super-singular term of Williams’ expansion

(i.e., the field ψψψI
−1).

Let us highlight that this approach computes super (i.e., n < 0) and sub

(i.e., n > 0) singular displacement fields of order n in the range pi to pf .

In other words, as described in Equation (9), the series has to be truncated250

(between pi and pf ) to be solved numerically. Although super-singular terms

are optional, the proposed approach accounts for pi = −1 to estimate the

crack tip position, and pi = −3 to evaluate the process zone size [31]. On the

other hand, the sub-singular terms account for the fact that the crack extends

itself up to a finite length. In a previous study [31], it was shown that, for a255

square specimen of a material with very small elastoplastic hardening regime,

the stress intensity factor results were stable when pf ≥ 8. However, as the

present experiments relate to a different class of material (i.e., PMMA), the
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influence of the number of terms will be studied.

Figure 7 displays KI and c (in pixel units) determinations for different260

positions along the path of the propagating crack (i.e., for different pictures).

These results highlight that adding more fields improves the convergence

values. In general, pf = 5 seems sufficient to describe well the experiments

in the TDCB specimen of PMMA loaded at 0.5 µm/s CMOD, although in

the case of images 330 and 380 the results become stable staring from pf = 7.265

It is worth noting that these two images correspond to a few seconds prior

to the end of the test, which means that the crack extension is approaching

the external boundary and the results become less precise. In the following,

all reported results will consider pf = 7.
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Figure 7: Contribution of the terms of Williams’ series for the different image steps along

the crack path. Stress intensity factor KI (left) and crack length (right) at different loading

phases vs. maximum order n = pf in William’s fields.

The gray level residual field of the T3-DIC analysis of the last acquired270
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image

η(x) = I0(x)− It(x + u(x)) (14)

allows for the precise identification of the cracked region [15] since the con-

tinuity enforced by triangular meshes is not satisfied across the crack mouth

(Figure 8). From this information, the crack path is visible (red dashed

line). The latter is used for all I-DIC calculations and the crack tip position275

along this straight path is then determined by canceling out the amplitude

ωI
−1 [33, 21].
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Figure 8: Gray level residual map for the last image revealing the path followed by the crack

in the second experiment (1 pixel ≡ 48 µm). The dashed line represents the propagation

direction.

Figure 9 shows the displacement fields of the last loading step. There

is no clear displacement gradient along the crack direction of the horizon-

tal component. Conversely, there is a strong displacement gradient in the280

vertical direction. From this qualitative observation, it is expected that the

experiment is under dominant mode I condition. This observation will be

quantitatively confirmed via I-DIC.
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(a) (b)

Figure 9: Displacement fields corresponding to the residual map of Figure 8. Horizontal ux

(a) and vertical uy (b) displacement maps obtained from T3-DIC. The values are expressed

in pixels (1 pixel ≡ 48 µm).

4.2.2. Out-of-plane motions

For the TDCB tests reported herein, the sample thinness and the use

of a single camera made the setup susceptible to out-of-plane sample mo-

tions. To account for the presence of out-of-plane motion of the sample,

the Williams’ series is enriched with additional fields that correct for small

rigid body rotations about the horizontal (x) and vertical (y) axes. Any

out-of-plane rotation of the sample, in combination with a non-telecentric

lens, will be interpreted as in-plane deformation if not considered. Using a

pinhole camera model, these apparent displacements can be modeled and a

first order approximation returns the following five shape functions [34],

ψψψnf+1 = xx + yy, (15)

ψψψ−
nf+2 = −x2x− xyy, (16)

ψψψ+
nf+2 = x2x− xyy, (17)

ψψψ−
nf+3 = −y2y − xyx, (18)

ψψψ+
nf+3 = y2y − xyx. (19)
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Equation (15) expresses magnification changes due to a translation along the285

optical axis. Equations (16)-(17) account for the apparent deformation for

negative and positive rotations respectively about the image vertical axis.

Likewise Equations (18)-(19) express the deformation to account for rotation

about the image horizontal direction. Thus, the description of all rigid body

motions along the system coordinates of the camera is defined by the five290

fields introduced above. It is worth recalling that Equation (9), which is

truncated between n = pi and pf , is solved numerically, to explain that in

this particular case these extra modes are added to the truncated series.

5. Results and discussion

In this section, both TDCB experiments are studied independently, com-295

paring the fracture properties obtained when using the method based on

compliance variations and the integrated DIC framework. Let us first high-

light the differences between both test configurations describing them in de-

tail. In the first case, the specimen geometry had its original crack length

(36.5 mm) modified by a laser cutting extension accompanied by a pre-load300

procedure of the sample, which yielded a TDCB specimen with cini = 60 mm.

Furthermore, the displacements were recorded by a clip gauge that also con-

trolled the fracture experiment at a constant crack mouth opening rate of

5 µm/s. In the second experiment no clip gauge was used and no pre-loading

was applied. The crack mouth opening displacements δ were measured via305

T3-DIC after the test. Figure 5 displays the two ROIs where δ was measured.

Once δ is obtained from DIC (instead of the clip gauge) and force-time data

(i.e., F (t)) are available, the compliance based method is applied as well.
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It is worth noting that the main differences between both tests are related

to the crack length at initiation and the data acquisition needed in the com-310

pliance method. When applying integrated DIC, the experimental force is

not needed and only time data are required for calculating the crack velocity

from the extracted crack length.

5.1. First test

Figure 10 displays the crack advance ∆c = c(t)−cini as a function of δ, the315

crack velocity and SIF as functions of ∆c for the TDCB fracture experiment

loaded at 5 µm/s CMOD rate. In particular, looking at the variations of

crack length in Figure 10(a), it is observed that the correlation between I-

DIC and the compliance method is good. The crack starts to propagate when

δ ≈ 650 µm and it propagates 30 mm up to a CMOD of 1530 µm. Once the320

crack tip position is obtained for each time step, the crack velocity is then

obtained by forward finite differences, which is plotted as a function of ∆c

in Figure 10(a). A fairly constant crack growth rate is observed after crack

initiation with slight variations (from 0.09 to 0.3 mm/s), thereby confirming

that the TDCB geometry provides a stable configuration.325

In general, when comparing I-DIC with the compliance method, both

approaches provide similar results but with some additional fluctuations on

the values of KI and v obtained by I-DIC. The KI value remains almost

constant around 1 MPa
√

m after crack initiation, which is consistent with the

nearly constant crack velocity (see Figure 10(b)). This value is in agreement330

with the fracture energy measured from the compliance method using Irwin’s

relationship and is consistent with previous measurements of toughness in

PMMA (see for example Ref. [35]). As demonstrated in Section 4.2, I-DIC
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allows the presence (or absence) of mode II regime to be evaluated. It is

found that KII remains very close to zero all along crack propagation. This335

observation is consistent with the criterion of local symmetry [36, 37, 38, 39]

that predicts crack propagation along a path that satisfies KII = 0 (here, a

straight path perpendicular to the loading axis).
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Figure 10: Comparison between the compliance method and the I-DIC technique results

for the TDCB specimen tested with clip gauge. (a) Crack length as a function of CMOD,

(b) crack velocity as a function of crack length and (c) stress intensity factor as a function

of crack length.

5.2. Second test

Figure 11 displays crack length, crack velocity, and SIFs for the second340

experiment (controlled by the stroke speed of 2.5 µm/s). First, an unstable
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regime of approximately 10 mm extension is observed when the crack starts

to propagate. In this zone, no experimental data were acquired because of

the very high speed reached by the propagating crack, which is characterized

by a gap of data points in the three graphs of Figure 11. Interestingly, the345

crack, which is driven at some constant and slow opening rate, oscillates

from a fast propagating crack to a slow velocity crack. This phenomenon,

which is referred to as stick-slip instability [35, 40], was observed in other

systems (e.g., peeling of thin film or sliding of frictional bodies) even though

emerging from different competing mechanisms. When a crack is in the fast350

propagation regime (slip phase), the fracture surface is optically smooth while

it is rough for a crack in the slow propagation regime (stick phase). Although

this is not the topic of the present work, it illustrates the versatility of the

TDCB configuration as well as its ability to restore stable propagation even

after an unfavorable condition.355

Considering the branch after the slip phase, i.e., only the stable fracture

regime when ∆c > 10 mm, the variations of crack length and velocity (Fig-

ure 11(a)) are in agreement for both compliance and I-DIC methods. The

crack propagates about 40 mm in a rather straight path up to the specimen

boundary. Further, the constant crack propagation velocity v ≈ 0.4 mm/s360

confirms the stability of the fracture process. As in the first test results, the

mode I SIF values were invariable around 1 MPa
√

m for both methods of

analysis and are consistent with the observation of a rather constant crack

speed in the stick regime. Here, the oscillations seen in the first case look

less pronounced for SIF results and KII ≈ 0 also confirms that the TDCB365

fracture test was under virtually pure mode I condition.
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Figure 11: Comparison between the compliance method and the I-DIC technique results

for the TDCB specimen tested with no clip gauge. (a) Crack length as a function of

CMOD, (b) crack velocity as a function of crack length and (c) stress intensity factor as

a function of crack length.

5.3. Discussion

Figure 12 shows the changes of the root mean square gray level residuals

normalized by the dynamic range of the picture in the reference configuration

for the two phases of the test that could be monitored, namely, prior to370

initiation, and in the stable propagation regime. For instance, during the

first phase of the second test, these dimensionless residuals vary from 0.105

and 0.115 with an average value of 0.11. It is believed that the main reason for

these rather high values is due to lighting. In the present case two LED panels
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(Phlox, Stemmer Imaging) were placed vertically and obliquely orientated375

with respect to each other. Minute rotations of the sample changed the

brightness of the acquired pictures. For most of the stable crack propagation

regime, the residuals remain of the same order as in the first phase. This

observation allows the results reported herein to be deemed as trustworthy. It

is also interesting to observe that at the end of the experiment, the residuals380

are systematically higher than for the first phase. It is believed that this

trend is due to out of plane motions. When these new terms were added to

the displacement basis, a small decrease of gray level residuals was observed.
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Figure 12: Dimensionless gray level residuals with and without additional displacement

fields as function of the crack length for the TDCB specimens tested with clip gauge (left)

and with no clip gauge (right).

The following discussion compares the evaluations of mode I stress inten-385

sity factors with and without the additional displacement fields, namely tilt

shape functions. Figure 10(c) shows that the stress intensity factors are more
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consistent with the compliance method when these additional fields are in-

cluded in the measurement basis. They also lead to slightly lower correlation

residuals (see Figure 12(left)). In the present case, the KI estimates without390

the additional fields are essentially biased by an offset of about 0.2 MPa
√

m

and those with the additional fields yield maximum fluctuations of the same

order of magnitude.

For the second test (see Figure 11(c)), KI shows an increasing offset

trend starting from ∆c = 10 mm up to ≈ 40 mm. Its level is of the order395

of 0.4 MPa
√

m when the additional displacement fields are not included in

the kinematic basis. When they are included, the results are more consistent

with the compliance method, even though they degrade when ∆c > 45 mm.

This trend is confirmed in both cases by analyzing the dimensionless residuals

(Figure 12(right)). When ∆c > 30 mm, they increase significantly, thereby400

indicating that the registrations are less trustworthy, which is consistent with

the observations of SIF estimates.

Overall, I-DIC results show some variations of SIF with crack length that

are not explained from the mechanical response. For example, considering

∆c ranging between 5 and 30 mm for the first test (Figure 10(c)) that corre-405

sponds to a plateau of SIF levels according to the compliance method, it is ob-

served that KI fluctuates of about ±0.15 MPam1/2. In recent works [32, 21],

such small fluctuations on the SIF and T-stress values were also reported.

This particular point would deserve further work.
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6. Conclusion410

In this work, two tapered double cantilever beam experiments were dis-

cussed independently. The results show that the TDCB geometry adopted

herein induces stable fracture. In particular, it was highlighted in the sec-

ond test by its ability of restoring the slow (i.e., stable) crack propagation

regime even after being unintentionally introduced to a fast and unstable415

phenomenon at the initiation stage. All these observations validate the nu-

merical analyses performed to design such tests and confirm that this newly

developed fracture test geometry is appropriate to characterize the fracture

properties of brittle solids such as PMMA.

Integrated DIC was successfully used to analyze fracture mechanics pa-420

rameters (e.g., crack tip position, SIFs, mode mixity) of PMMA in experi-

ments using the TDCB geometry. In particular, it was shown that the tests

are mode I dominant, which was assumed a priori in the numerical simula-

tions. A comparison study between the I-DIC estimates and those obtained

with a method based on compliance variations showed that both approaches425

were consistent for both investigated tests. To achieve such agreements, it

was shown that global displacements describing out-of-plane rigid motions

had to be added to Williams’ kinematic basis. Another route, which would

be worth investigating in the future, would be to consider stereocorrelation

techniques to add more freedom to the out-of-plane kinematics [30].430

Overall, the integrated DIC analyses show promising results and appear

as a reliable method to determine fracture parameters in the TDCB configu-

ration. This paves the way to the characterization of the fracture behavior of

materials under extreme conditions where mechanical gauges may be limited
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(e.g., at high temperatures or for fast propagation regimes). Let us note that435

this technique has already been successfully employed to determine fracture

properties of other brittle [18, 41, 21] or ductile [20, 16, 33, 32] materials.

One additional result of the present work was its validation against an inde-

pendent method.
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